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I. Introduction

The transition to a new presidential administration offers an opportunity to reimagine an immigration system that is just and humane, supports family unity and strong communities, and addresses the effects of decades of government discrimination against migrant communities. This transformation requires redress for past harms, including an avenue of relief for those whom the government unjustly deported from the United States. This white paper offers recommendations for the Biden administration to establish a meaningful chance to come home for people who have been forced to leave behind their families, homes, and businesses because of unjust U.S. immigration law and policy.

The scope and severity of U.S. immigration enforcement over decades has stranded abroad many community members who face the prospect of permanent separation from their families in the United States, who in turn unnecessarily struggle in their absence. The government deported Kenault Lawrence and robbed him of the chance to meet his newborn child merely three months prior to a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that the grounds of his deportation were unlawful. Howard Bailey served nearly four years in the U.S. Navy, including two tours in Operation Desert Storm, and received the National Defense Service Medal, but was nonetheless deported based on a first-time marijuana offense. Jean Montrevil was a beloved community leader and immigrant rights advocate in New York before the government deported him to Haiti, based on 30-year-old convictions, in retaliation for his advocacy. Kenault, Howard, Jean, and eight others described in this white paper remain in effective exile, unable to return to their homes absent an unusual act of grace that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has refused to exert in their cases. Although current law includes mechanisms for deported individuals to return home, in practice, these processes and procedures rarely succeed.

The National Immigrant Justice Center (NIJC) calls on the Biden administration to establish and maintain a meaningful process for return for those unjustly deported under prior administrations. This paper outlines a humane and effective manner for doing so that does not overwhelm the U.S. immigration system. Specifically, it recommends creating a centralized Office of Removal Order Review (OROR) within DHS to efficiently and compassionately review applications from those seeking to return to the United States; and delineates four categories of applicants to expedite for review and possible return.

U.S. families and communities who have had people taken by deportation urgently need an effective and meaningful opportunity to bring them home. For children growing up without their parents, single mothers and fathers struggling to cope with the loss of a life partner, and communities robbed of a beloved faith leader or activist, each day that passes is a day too many. Community-based organizations, grassroots campaigns, advocates, and the media echo the call to reunite deported individuals with their loved ones. Building trust between the U.S. government and communities devastated by decades of unjust deportations must begin with a meaningful chance for families and communities to be made whole again.
II. The Case for a Chance To Come Home

The U.S. government deports hundreds of thousands of immigrants each year. The numbers mask the tragedies that play out in the months and years following each deportation. Through deportations, the government is responsible for permanent separation of families, destabilizing and enduring poverty, and incalculable harm to children. All of these harms disproportionately affect Black and Brown immigrant families and communities. Redressing these harms by providing those who have been unjustly deported a chance to come home is a necessary step toward bringing fairness and credibility to the immigration system.

A. Restore family unity, children’s health, and community cohesion

Across the country, hundreds of thousands of American families are coping with the heavy burden of a family member’s deportation. President Biden endorsed principles of family unity on the campaign trail and in recent executive actions. He speaks passionately about doing better to “uphold our laws humanely and preserve the dignity of immigrant families, refugees, and asylum-seekers.” A process for unjustly deported people to return to the United States is a necessary step to restore dignity to immigrant families and make communities whole.

Children suffer most. A single deportation negatively affects entire communities, but the harms suffered by the children of deported parents are particularly egregious and painful. Between 2011 and 2013, the most recent period for which data are available, half a million children born in the United States experienced the apprehension, detention, and deportation of at least one parent. In just the first six months of 2011, the U.S. government removed over 46,000 mothers and fathers of U.S. citizen children.

Research and evidence show that the deportation of a parent has long-lasting, traumatic mental and physical health effects on children, regardless of whether a child remains in the U.S. or accompanies a parent to another country. Psychologists consider parental deportation to be an “Adverse Childhood Event” (ACE), a category that includes experiences like abuse, domestic violence, parental mental health illness, and neglect. According to Garfield Kenault Lawrence grew up in the United States, was on his high school wrestling team, and fell in love with his high school sweetheart. Months into her first pregnancy, ICE arrested Kenault on the basis of years-old marijuana-related convictions and deported him to Jamaica. Merely three months after his deportation, the U.S. Supreme Court found that the offense giving rise to his removal did not constitute an “aggravated felony” under federal immigration law. Had ICE started his deportation proceedings just a few months later, he would have been eligible to seek a type of legal relief known as “cancellation of removal.” Kenault’s son has grown up in a single-parent home because of this tragic timing. Read Kenault’s full story in the appendix.

Photo: Kenault’s son visited him in Jamaica prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
to health experts, when children are exposed to even one ACE, including deportation, “their neurobiology is significantly altered, precisely at the age when brain development is critical to future health.” Parental deportation also causes “toxic stress accumulation,” which increases the risk of depression, anxiety, isolation, and other behavioral problems in children. A 2017 medical study of Latinx youth found that deportation and detention of a family member increased the risk of suicide as well as increased alcohol and substance abuse among Latinx teenagers and pre-teens. ACEs and toxic stress accumulation can also alter a child’s biology, causing changes at the DNA level and increasing the likelihood of physical illnesses including cancer.

Deportation of a parent also negatively affects a child’s access to health care, increases the likelihood of foster care placement, and increases the chances of poor educational outcomes including failing in school or dropping out early due to the financial stresses of losing a parent. Increased immigration raids in Latinx communities under the Obama administration significantly decreased public school attendance rates for undocumented children due to the fear parents felt leaving their homes or entrusting their children to schools where federal authorities could find them.

**Economic and financial insecurity.** Deportation also imposes significant strains on families of deported individuals, often leaving them in financial ruin. One study found that household incomes drop by nearly half after deportation. Deportations exacerbate rates of foreclosure and increase the likelihood of a family dropping below the poverty line. Many U.S. citizen family members who were previously self-sufficient must start relying on public benefits to survive after a deportation.

**Emotional trauma.** In January 2021, *The New York Times* published a powerful montage of photos and quotes from people who had been deported to Mexico after years in the United States — encapsulating how the deportations of over one million Mexicans in the past decade have derailed lives, dreams, and families. In August 2020, *The Atlantic* told the tragic story of Idrissa Camara, who found himself in deportation proceedings and detention in 2018 for a criminal conviction from nearly 10 years prior, for which he had already received significant mental health treatment and successful rehabilitation. Idrissa’s wife, Arri Woodson-Camara, died by suicide after enduring a year of her husband’s immigration detention and prior to his deportation to Guinea. She left a note explaining that she could no longer bear the pain of his immigration case and impending removal.

**Community destabilization.** Studies show that immigration detentions and deportations irreparably destabilize communities, triggering housing and financial insecurity and making immigrant community members more fearful of public institutions. People report being less likely to seek health care; having less trust in local law enforcement and the police, including when they are victims of violence; attending fewer religious services; and not using public parks. In other words: deportations disintegrate the social fabric of communities, making people less safe and more isolated. A process that offers a meaningful chance to come home is a critical step toward repairing communities torn apart by unjust deportations.

Leonel Pinilla was deported to Panama in 2012, torn from his wife and stepson who are both largely confined to their homes because of extreme physical and mental health disorders. Since Leonel’s deportation, the family has endured poverty and food insecurity, with Leonel’s daughters bearing the burden of financial support for their mother, brother, and own young children. Harm affects not only spouses and children but also may extend to the next generation of U.S.-born children. Read Leonel’s full story in the appendix.

Photo: Leonel and his daughter.
B. Support racial justice by redressing harms against Black and Brown immigrants

In the wake of the widely publicized deaths of Black men and women at the hands of local law enforcement agencies, communities and organizations across the nation are calling for the United States to reckon with its history and patterns of racial injustice. President Biden spoke explicitly on the campaign trail about the discrimination and disparities that permeate government systems and institutions. Black and Brown communities nationwide heard these words and showed up in support of President Biden at election time. In his first week in office, the president issued an “Executive Order on Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government,” requiring a comprehensive approach to advancing equity for people of color and historically marginalized communities. He specifically ordered executive departments and agencies to redress inequities in their policies and programs. Ensuring a meaningful chance to come home is essential to fulfilling the administration’s promise of addressing racial injustice.

The harms caused to families and communities by unjust deportations are nearly exclusively borne by Black and Brown immigrants. The immigration system’s historic reliance on criminal arrests and convictions to inform decisions about whom to detain and deport imports the racial disparities and biases of the criminal legal system directly into the immigration system. Decades of over-policing and surveillance of Black and Brown communities and institutionalized racial biases have resulted in the disproportionate representation of Black and Brown people in the criminal legal system and therefore amongst the populations most vulnerable to deportation. As a result, although only seven percent of undocumented immigrants are Black, they make up 20 percent of those facing deportation on criminal grounds. This overrepresentation is largely a result of increases in immigration arrests and deportations for minor and non-violent offenses, for which Black and Brown individuals are disproportionately and unjustly targeted. Studies also show that Latinx people represent over 90 percent of immigrants facing deportation in detention. The overrepresentation of Latinx people among those deported has decimated Latinx communities and undermined their political and economic power.

The racial disparities amongst those deported from the United States in recent decades is largely a result of legislation passed at the height of the War on Drugs and the government’s reliance on punitive immigration policies that disproportionately impact Black and Brown immigrants. Just

Howard Bailey moved to the U.S. in his teens as a lawful permanent resident. He joined the Navy after high school and served for nearly four years, including two tours in Operation Desert Storm. Howard was awarded the National Defense Service Medal and honorably discharged. In 1995, shortly after his return from the Persian Gulf, Howard was convicted of a first-time marijuana offense. With Virginia’s strict mandatory minimum sentencing laws, Howard did not have many options. He pled guilty without knowing the devastating immigration consequences that would result from this decision. After completing his sentence, Howard returned to his family and worked hard to rebuild his life. He devoted himself to his wife and two children, started two small businesses, and employed seven people. In 2005 Howard applied to become a U.S. citizen, and disclosed his old offense. In 2010, his application was denied. One morning, ICE agents handcuffed and detained him at his home in front of his wife and children. After two years in immigration detention, Howard was deported to a country he had not seen in 24 years. Read Howard’s full story in the appendix.
as the criminal justice reform movement seeks to redress the injustices of the War on Drugs era and its harm to Black and Brown communities, the movement for immigrant justice demands a meaningful chance for those who have been unjustly deported to return home to mitigate the harms of the detention and deportation systems.

C. Bring accountability, credibility and fairness to the U.S. immigration system

After four years of particularly brutal enforcement policies, creating a meaningful chance for people to return home will demonstrate the U.S. government’s accountability for past injustices and improve credibility and fairness in the U.S. immigration system.

Although numerous mechanisms exist under current law for individuals to return to the U.S. subsequent to a deportation, there are too many procedural, bureaucratic, and practical hurdles for most individuals to be able to pursue these mechanisms and vindicate their rights on their own. Additionally, even though the government has extensive authority to reopen cases, grant parole and relief, and take other steps to enable people who have been unjustly deported to come home, current processes are insufficient to adequately adjudicate requests for return.

However, models exist in other parts of the U.S. legal system which the current administration can look to in order to create a new system to address the myriad ways in which existing mechanisms are insufficient, inaccessible, and wholly inadequate. The government can use its extensive power and authority to eliminate the hurdles to bringing the unjustly deported home by reopening cases and granting parole and relief.

Creating a centralized process to review unjust deportations would mirror nationwide trends among prosecutors’ offices in the criminal legal system to create Conviction Integrity Units, which remedy misconduct or unjust decisions made by criminal prosecutors. DHS ICE attorneys and immigration judges, like criminal prosecutors, are incentivized to “win” or resolve cases quickly — which in practice often means securing a deportation at the expense of a fair adjudication. A system to provide unjustly deported immigrants a meaningful chance for return would help remedy harms and offer accountability within the immigration system, similarly to how Conviction Integrity Units have offered a chance for justice and accountability for the wrongfully convicted.
III. Current Procedures for Reversing Unjust Deportations Are Insufficient

The current processes available to return unjustly deported individuals are rarely accessible, more often offering only false promises. In many instances, deported individuals lack knowledge that these processes even exist.

A. Complicated and costly procedures

Some deported individuals may be able to challenge their final removal orders after deportation by filing an appeal in federal court known as a petition for review, but they may only seek review within a limited window of time. This process is typically protracted, slow, and only available to people who can find an attorney in the U.S. to continue litigating the appeal on their behalf. As in immigration court proceedings, there is no right to appointed counsel on appellate review of a removal order. Due to the significant deference federal courts give to decisions made by immigration judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA), winning an appeal of a removal order in federal court is rare.

Another post-removal option is to file a motion to reopen, asking an immigration judge to reopen a case to review the final removal order. However, individuals must file these motions within 90 days of receiving the removal order, and pay an accompanying fee. Deported individuals who are adjusting to a precarious existence in a new country often do not have the time nor the financial resources to file these motions from abroad. Although there are exceptions to this 90-day period, those are rarely granted.

People for whom more than 90 days have elapsed since receiving their removal order, or who have previously filed a rejected motion to reopen, must additionally convince DHS to join their motion to reopen. These individuals must send a written “request for joinder” to the local ICE Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) along with other documents asking that DHS agree to reopen the case. Presently, ICE OPLA has no formal policy regarding when to join such motions, and often does not even respond to requests — particularly for unrepresented individuals. When a response does come back, it is most frequently a denial, even in the most straightforward and unjust cases.

Alternatively, individuals may be able to return post-deportation by applying for lawful status from abroad through their family members at a U.S. embassy or consulate. Consular processing, however, can take years and sometimes decades. The process does not remedy past legal errors in a deportation case and only offers a slim hope of future status. A consular officer has tremendous discretion to decide a visa application and there is no appeal or review process for denials.

B. Structural barriers

Two immigration regulations commonly referred to as “departure bars” lead immigration judges or the BIA to mistakenly believe they are precluded from reviewing final removals for any individual who has already been deported. Departure bars are regulatory provisions that prohibit individuals from pursuing motions to reopen after leaving the country. However, all but one federal circuit court have invalidated these bars for certain kinds of motions to reopen.

Furthermore, even when a federal or immigration court vacates an individual’s underlying deportation order, the U.S. government offers little support in the facilitation of their actual return home. For example, ICE Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) offers procedures to facilitate return, but only for individuals who prevail on a petition for review, not on a motion to reopen. The ERO procedures also lack clarity, accessibility, and efficiency. For example, the travel documents required for an individual’s return usually expire after one week, making it nearly impossible for many individuals to return to the United States.
The U.S. government has a particular history of opacity regarding the facilitation of return home for individuals wrongly removed, as the government itself admitted in the aftermath of the U.S. Supreme Court Case in *Nken v. Holder*.

In *Nken*, the government falsely represented to the Supreme Court that it had a policy and practice of facilitating return home of those who won their appeals to overturn a removal order in federal court. However, three years later, the government filed a letter of correction stating that it had misled the Court and that no such policy or practice existed. This debacle resulted in the ICE ERO guidance that exists today, a directive that is largely ambiguous as to when and how ICE will facilitate return after an individual successfully appeals their removal order.

C. Overwhelmed and punitive decision makers

Current processes and procedures for return depend primarily on decisions of immigration judges or ICE officers who work in an already overwhelmed system — making such requests a low priority. ICE officers also operate in a culture oriented toward deportation rather than ensuring justice and legal relief.

Due to these ineffective and complex procedures that are stacked against immigrants, unjustly deported individuals have been fighting for years, and sometimes decades, to return to their homes in the United States and reunite with family and community. The Biden administration can take executive action to create a meaningful mechanism to offer a chance to come home and ensure that the punitive culture that permeates ICE does not influence those who adjudicate requests to return home.

D. Need for efficiency

A centralized and meaningful process for considering applications to return home as proposed below would also streamline requests from removed individuals, ensure fairness and consistency in adjudications, reduce the burden on individual ICE attorneys and the immigration courts in which they operate, and orient DHS toward bringing home a larger number of unjustly removed individuals.

The backlog of removal cases in immigration court now surpasses one million cases. Under the process outlined below, a central and independent office would take on responsibility for most adjudications of applications to return home, relieving immigration courts of the burden of reviewing motions to reopen and granting relief. The process also would allow deported individuals to have their requests adjudicated more quickly by paper, without needing an in-person hearing. Currently, in the experience of NIJC and other legal service providers, deported individuals almost never receive responses to the procedural requests to return home. A centralized and independent office will ensure a response and a significantly faster adjudication of cases.

A centralized office will also alleviate disparities in decision-making that currently exist across ICE field offices considering requests from deported individuals to reopen immigration cases. Whether an individual should be reunited with their family should not depend on which ICE field office director happens to have jurisdiction of an individual’s case.
IV. Recommendations

A. Establish an Office of Removal Order Review

To facilitate a meaningful chance to come home, we urge the Biden administration to create an Office of Removal Order Review (OROR) — a centralized office devoted specifically to the task of reviewing final orders of removal and stipulating to relief when appropriate, including statutory forms of relief to removal such as cancellation of removal and asylum, as well as alternative options for relief such as termination, administrative closure, and grants of deferred action.

The OROR would accept and review applications from deported individuals who seek to return home and ensure that ICE ERO effectively facilitates return of individuals whose applications are granted. The office would be an independent entity under the supervision of the secretary of Homeland Security, not the director of ICE.

Individuals seeking return would send all paperwork to OROR and, in most cases, the office would adjudicate the entire request and send final paperwork to the appropriate immigration court merely for final processing. Only in a small set of cases would the immigration court hold a hearing on relief. In other words, OROR would be responsible for most of the work to ensure individuals return home, thereby eliminating procedural hurdles and delays that usually arise in dealing with OPLA and the backlogged immigration courts.

A centralized office would significantly increase the efficiency and speed of reviewing such applications without burdening immigration courts. Additionally, by relying on the set of factors described below to evaluate each application, the office would operate differently from other agencies within DHS — shifting from a punitive culture focused on detention and deportation to one with a more equitable and inclusive ethos for immigrant families and communities.

B. Define factors for review of applications

As the OROR reviews each application, it should use a set of defined factors to determine whether to join the motion to reopen and grant relief. The factors should include the following:

1. Whether deportation resulted in separation from the individual’s child, partner, spouse, parent, or other close relative, and the resulting hardships on those individuals

2. Whether the person is facing harm or hardship in their country of deportation (including widespread violence, severe poverty, or lack of access to needed mental or physical healthcare)

3. Whether the deportation was in retaliation for the individual’s exercise of constitutionally protected rights in the United States

4. Whether the circumstances of detention and deportation violated the individual’s constitutional rights

5. The length of time the individual resided in the United States prior to deportation

6. Other evidence of family ties or established livelihood in the United States

These factors take into account many of the harms experienced by deported individuals seeking to return home, and would appropriately orient the OROR toward a mission of reuniting families and righting unjust deportations. Any immediate denials of applications should include a written decision with discussion of these factors and require supervisory review.
C. Create an accessible and efficient application and adjudication process

Through the OROR we encourage the administration to make the most expansive use of existing mechanisms in current law and regulation to provide unjustly deported individuals an accessible and more efficient process to return home. The procedures proposed here in no way should interfere with any other existing processes that benefit those seeking to return home.

Through the OROR, deported individuals would still prepare a motion to reopen their final order of removal as they do now, but would begin their application process by submitting their motion to OROR rather than a specific immigration court. Applications would include the motion and any additional paperwork supporting relief. The office would consider joining in the motion on behalf of DHS and stipulating to the relief requested. Unlike court motions, individuals seeking return would submit applications online without a fee.

In reviewing each application, OROR would rely on a set of factors as recommended above to ensure the harms and injustices experienced by those unjustly deported are given proper weight. Ideally, DHS leadership would encourage OROR adjudicators to approach cases with an inclination to exercise their discretion to ensure family and community unity. Adjudicators should be encouraged and incentivized to grant applications whenever possible.

OROR adjudicators would have a menu of options to facilitate the return and reunification of unjustly deported individuals with their family or community. In many cases, OROR’s decision to join a motion to reopen would waive the 90-day deadline or other procedural obstacles to reopening. The OROR process also would allow for the person’s prior lawful status to be restored either through termination of the removal proceeding or through a grant of statutory relief. In an overwhelming majority of cases, OROR should be able to adjudicate on paper its decision to join in the motion to reopen and to stipulate to relief, avoiding the need for a contested hearing in immigration court. In some cases, where statutory relief is not available, OROR could join in the motion to reopen and grant deferred action. At any point in its process and with any case, OROR could also utilize its regulatory authority to allow the applicant to enter the U.S. prior to full adjudication of the application, through humanitarian parole as discussed below.51

Critically, DHS must ensure that people who do not have legal counsel and have limited access to technology are able to access this process. The opportunity to seek return and the process required to do so should be announced publicly and advertised by DHS on a public-facing website. Instructions should clarify that OROR adjudicators will not require procedural perfection and will consider applications that are prepared by unrepresented applicants with an eye toward leniency. Finally, to ensure that this new office is timely and transparent in its adjudication process, it should set target goals regarding how many applications it will review each month, and also report the number of applicants reviewed and granted return each month via a public-facing website.

Humanitarian parole

Humanitarian parole is a critical tool to help bring unjustly deported individuals home as soon as possible. Described in section 212(d)(5) of the Immigration Nationality Act, humanitarian parole gives the DHS secretary discretionary authority to return individuals to the United States on a case-by-case basis for a broad range of reasons regardless of the individual’s status or other barriers to entry that would typically apply.52 Humanitarian parole should be broadly considered and used for applicants seeking to return through the proposed OROR process. However, DHS must not wait for the Biden administration to establish a centralized office to begin utilizing humanitarian parole more broadly to remedy unjust deportations. We urge the agency to take immediate steps to encourage and empower its adjudicators to grant humanitarian parole as soon as possible for unjustly deported individuals, while it establishes a more centralized and streamlined process to consider a higher volume of applications for return.
Proposed OROR process

Application: The deported individual who is seeking return submits an application to OROR, which includes: 1) a motion to reopen for DHS to join, 2) any attached applications for relief, and 3) an explanation that addresses any of the stated factors that OROR will use in its adjudication.

OROR has three options to respond:

1. Grant full relief: OROR agrees to join the motion to reopen (thereby waiving the 90-day deadline and other regulatory requirements) and stipulates to the relief the person is seeking. OROR communicates its decision to the immigration court that decided the case. A designated immigration judge issues a form-order through a clerk granting the motion and relief without any necessary court time.
   
   » For individuals arguing that they were not removable to begin with, OROR stipulates to termination, then the immigration court uses a form order to formally reopen the case and terminate proceedings, effectively restoring the individual’s prior lawful status.\(^3\)

   » For individuals arguing they were wrongfully or unjustly denied statutory relief (i.e. asylum, cancellation of removal, 212(h), 209(c) refugee waiver, etc.), OROR stipulates to statutory relief and the immigration court uses a form-order to formally reopen the case and grant relief on the merits of the written application.

   » For individuals who are seeking relief that requires adjudication by USCIS, OROR stipulates to administrative closure or termination and works with USCIS to expedite processing and conferring of relief. OROR returns individuals to the United States and grants deferred action while USCIS adjudicates the application.

   » In cases where a person is not eligible for relief, but merits exercise of prosecutorial discretion, OROR stipulates to termination and agrees to return the person to the United States and grant deferred action.

2. Stipulate to motion to reopen, but send to immigration court for relief: OROR agrees to join the motion to reopen, but seeks a hearing on the person’s eligibility for relief. In these limited cases, OROR would parole the individual into the country for the duration of their immigration court proceedings.

3. Reject application in its entirety with a written denial decision that an OROR supervisor has approved.

Adjudication timelines: This process would require OROR to coordinate with staff from the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), the Department of Justice agency which oversees the immigration courts, to ensure that the immigration courts can quickly issue form-orders rescinding removal orders and grant relief when instructed by the office. NIJC also recommends that, in its first days, OROR establish and publicize reasonable time frames within which it will respond to applications to ensure speed and accountability.

Facilitation of return: In all cases, OROR should be responsible for facilitating the process of return to the United States rather than relying on ERO to do so. The OROR should leave a request open in its files until an individual is fully returned to the United States. The office should publicly issue guidance regarding its return policy, which should ensure that returns occur at the government’s expense when necessary. Critically, the OROR must provide assurances that nobody granted relief through the OROR process will be detained upon arrival in the United States.
D. Identify categories of individuals who should receive expedited review

Through OROR, the Biden administration should expedite for review and return some categories of unjustly deported individuals. We encourage the administration to consider the following four categories of applicants. These do not represent all groups who deserve to return to their homes or who should be reviewed by the OROR, but rather offer a way to prioritize the scope of review of applications and mitigate the worst harms quickly.

1. Individuals with lawful status unjustly deported based on involvement in the criminal legal system

We urge the administration to expedite for review applications from individuals who already received lawful immigration status or legal protection in the United States but were unjustly removed based on criminal convictions. This category should include those with lawful permanent residence, refugee, or asylee status, as well as holders of Temporary Protected Status (TPS) or Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA). These are individuals who often have significant family and community ties and decades of residence and livelihood in the United States but were nevertheless deported based on harsh and punitive 1996 immigration laws.54

Passed at the height of the War on Drugs, the 1996 laws created an immigration system that relies on broad definitions of criminal conduct or alleged conduct as a basis for deportation, without sufficient regard to severity, recency, or other mitigating factors and positive equities. Facilitating the reunification of families and communities who have been separated by crime-based deportations will serve as a recognition of the outdated approach of these criminal laws and their inherent tendency to lead to racial injustice and unjust deportations. Specifically, we recommend that a new OROR expedite the following two sub-groups:

» Individuals with lawful status who were unjustly deported where there is no lawful ground of removal

The administration should expedite requests for return from lawfully present individuals whose underlying criminal convictions were not a viable basis for deportation at the time of their removal, or have since been found to no longer constitute a lawfully sufficient ground of removal.

Federal immigration law includes broad and vaguely defined categories of criminal convictions that can trigger deportation proceedings or preclude relief from removal for lawfully present individuals, including labels such as “aggravated felony,” “crime of moral turpitude,” and “controlled substance offense.” The determination of which particular convictions fall within these categories is a complex legal exercise. Immigration adjudi-
cators often misinterpret the laws or apply these legal terms of art in unjust and overbroad ways which result in low-level criminal offenses or dated criminal convictions triggering deportation, without regard to positive equities. In other cases, Supreme Court decisions upend previously accepted interpretations. This means that a conviction that makes an individual deportable today may later be found by a federal circuit court to no longer be a deportable offense. Individuals should not suffer family separation or the loss of their livelihood because of unnecessarily complex laws that violate basic notions of notice and fairness.

Similarly, individuals should not remain separated from their livelihoods on the basis of criminal convictions that have been vacated by a state court or pardoned by a state governor. If as a matter of law a conviction no longer exists, then an individual deported on the basis of that conviction should be allowed to return home.

» Individuals with lawful status who were unjustly deported where the facts in their case weigh in favor of return home

Second, the office should expedite review of applications from people who had lawful status and were deported based on a criminal conviction, but where change in facts or inappropriate consideration of facts led immigration judges to unfairly use their discretion to deny relief such as cancellation of removal or asylum. Statistics demonstrate that immigration judges have been arbitrary in their exercises of discretion for decades. When the outcomes of a justice system are systematically flawed, as has been the case with the immigration court system, justice requires that the government revisit previous exercises of discretion which resulted in harm.

Jean Montrevil, a Haitian-American immigrant rights advocate and community leader, was deported on the basis of 30-year-old criminal convictions. Jean served a criminal sentence at a young age and, in 1994, represented himself before the immigration judge. The judge did not allow Jean to present his witnesses, denied him relief, and issued an order of deportation. Jean spent the decades that followed dedicated to his church, community, and four U.S. citizen children, but was suddenly deported under the Trump administration in 2018. A lawsuit challenging his deportation as retaliation for his activism is currently pending. His case illustrates the need for ICE to expedite return of long-time community residents torn from their loved ones unjustly, despite overwhelmingly persuasive positive equities. Read Jean’s full story in the appendix.

Photo: Jean with his family in 2019 when they were able to visit him in Haiti
2. **Deported DACA-eligible individuals**

OROR should also expedite review of long-term residents of the United States who would have been eligible to apply for or renew grants of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), but whose deportation now bars them from meeting DACA requirements.

Since the Obama administration announced DACA in June 2012, more than 700,000 individuals have benefitted from the program. DACA offers two-year, renewable protection from deportation as well as employment authorization to individuals who do not have status and who were young children when they arrived in the United States with their families. In September 2017, the Trump administration rescinded the program and took steps to end it, resulting in several lawsuits. Three years later, in June 2020, the Supreme Court overruled the Trump administration and held that its manner of rescinding DACA violated the law. It remanded three consolidated lawsuits to the lower courts for further proceedings based on its decision. Those remain pending. Due to the uncertainty created by this litigation and fear of deportation under Trump, many previous DACA holders were unable to apply for DACA or decided not to renew their protection — leading to subsequent deportation.

In the meantime, DHS’s U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) continues to accept DACA applications. President Biden issued an executive order that commits his administration to fortifying the program and proposed legislation that would offer an expedited pathway to citizenship for those with DACA.

In light of the legal turmoil of the past four years and recent promising developments, OROR should expedite for review and return individuals who have been deported but otherwise would be eligible to apply for DACA. This group includes people who:

1. Had approved DACA applications that were rescinded or not renewed by USCIS for discretionary reasons (rather than eligibility reasons)
2. Had DACA, but their status lapsed without timely renewal
3. Were eligible for DACA, but had not applied or had not received an approval at the time of their removal

---

Jesus Alberto (“Beto”) Lopez Gutierrez was a quiet and committed community member in Chicago. A construction worker, Beto worked many hours alongside his uncle to support his parents. In his free time, he helped his ailing grandmother with daily tasks. Beto had a small group of friends and loved to hike and camp. A celebratory camping trip for Beto’s 25th birthday in May 2019 led to a traffic stop. ICE arrested Beto for his undocumented status. His DACA protections had expired but were still eligible for renewal. The agency kept him detained for nearly a year until he was ordered released. During his time in detention, Beto organized fellow immigrants to publicize inhumane detention conditions. In what community members believed was retaliation for his activism, in June 2020, USCIS denied Beto’s DACA renewal application and ICE deported him immediately. His deportation broke the “continuous residence” requirement for DACA and he is technically no longer eligible for the protection. He now lives in Guadalajara, Mexico. Read Beto’s full story in the appendix.

---

**Photo:** Beto with his parents and siblings before he was deported.
Many other individuals who were deported during the Trump administration would be eligible for DACA but for their untimely removal or voluntary departure from the United States. This includes people who met all the requirements for DACA, but were summarily removed by ICE officers at the local level. Others may have opted to take a voluntary departure order from an immigration judge when they were unable to apply for DACA because the program was terminated. However, the physical act of leaving the United States disqualifies long-term residents from DACA, as they no longer meet the physical presence and “continuous residence” requirements for the program. Therefore, the OROR would need to waive the “continuous residence” requirement for individuals returned home. Taking these steps would allow long-term members of U.S. communities to rebuild their lives in the country they consider home. Depending on future congressional action, this executive act of grace might also provide them a future pathway to citizenship.

3. Individuals who were eligible for lawful status with pending USCIS applications filed prior to deportation

Next, we urge the OROR to expedite review of applications from undocumented individuals who were deported through removal proceedings when they still had applications for immigration status pending before USCIS, either as principal applicants or as beneficiaries of petitions filed on their behalf by relatives.

After spending decades in the U.S., most undocumented individuals establish full livelihoods, roots, and family ties. Through ever-changing life circumstances and national immigration policies, they often become eligible for temporary or permanent lawful immigration status. For example, in 2012 when the Obama administration first introduced the program, some individuals became DACA-eligible. Others have been the victim of serious harm or violence while living in the U.S. and became eligible for special visas for survivors of crime such as the U visa or T visa, or VAWA self-petition process. For some, a spouse or adult child who is a U.S. citizen may be able to petition for them to adjust their status to lawful permanent resident.

Because applications for these programs are adjudicated by USCIS rather than ICE, many individuals are still detained or deported despite having open, pending applications for lawful status or other form of relief. In these instances, immigration judges have historically used their discretion and authority to place removal cases in

Issa Sao, a 37-year-old father and husband who was living in Ohio, was deported in October 2018 to Mauritania. That country is known to enslave Black Mauritanians like Issa who lack lawful status, and Issa already had endured beatings and torture there. In addition to his asylum application, Issa’s wife had petitioned for him to receive lawful permanent resident status. That application was pending before USCIS at the time of his deportation. Issa’s wife and two children struggle financially in his absence and continue to fight for his return to the U.S., where he had lived for 14 years. Read Issa’s full story in the appendix.

Photo: Issa poses with his daughter in a photo taken before his deportation.
on hold while waiting for a final adjudication from USCIS. However, in recent years ICE attorneys and immigration judges have become unwilling to leave removal cases open for USCIS adjudications that may take years because of the system’s backlogs. Recent regulatory action and attorney general decisions also have stripped immigration judges of their ability to temporarily remove these cases from their docket all together.

Because of these delays and anti-immigrant policies, people in removal proceedings are forced to accept deportation and separation from their families before they receive a final answer from USCIS.

4. People who merit a positive exercise of discretion

Finally, we recommend that OROR expedite the review of applications from individuals whose compelling circumstances merit an exercise of discretion that would allow them to return to the U.S. with their families, even if existing immigration laws, which often are unforgiving, do not offer statutory relief.

DHS has broad authority to exercise prosecutorial discretion where equitable factors outweigh an individual’s alleged violation of the civil immigration code. The OROR review program must leave room for just and rational decisions in cases that do not fall into other delineated categories. Justice demands that OROR give equitable consideration to individuals even if they do not meet the Immigration and Nationality Act’s rigid categories of relief eligibility, especially in the broader context of an immigration system universally acknowledged to be broken. In these cases, DHS has the authority to exercise discretion by staying removal and granting deferred action, a form of temporary protection that also allows individuals to work lawfully and contribute to their families and communities.

The OROR should exercise discretion particularly in cases that implicate the broader public interest or that rectify injustices that undermine the legitimacy of the immigration system.

James Chesire, a father of four, had lived in the U.S. for four decades when he was brutally assaulted by an ICE officer while in detention. In November 2016, ICE officials in Chicago brought James to their office and asked him to sign a document. When he asked about its contents and said that he wanted to speak with his attorney, five ICE officers tackled him to the ground, placing their weight on his back and neck such that he pleaded with them that he could not breath. They physically forced James’s fingerprints onto deportation documents, handcuffed him, yelled racial slurs, and slammed his head against a wall — leaving him unconscious in a cell. The assault led to a civil lawsuit that was still pending when he was deported. James has now been in Kenya for nearly three years, separated from his family in Kentucky and still reeling from the violence he experienced in ICE detention. Read James’ full story in the appendix.

Photo: James and his wife prior to his detention and deportation
Precedent exists for redressing unjust deportations

**Bringing Home U.S. Veteran Miguel Perez Jr.**

Despite swearing an oath to defend and protect the U.S. and risking their lives to honor that oath, U.S. veterans — if they happen to be immigrants — nevertheless may still be deported.

Many noncitizen veterans enlisted as teenagers or young adults to serve the country they called home, believing that the government would reward their service automatically with citizenship. However, due to the passage of harsh 1996 immigration laws and Congress' failure to ensure naturalization for veterans, one mistake is enough to get a U.S. veteran deported without regard for their patriotic service or sacrifice to the United States. Despite the long history of immigrants serving in U.S. military interventions, a significant number of immigrant veterans continue to be unceremoniously deported. The majority resided in the U.S. with lawful status and nearly all were eligible for citizenship at the time of their service of discharge. However, some may not have applied because they erroneously believed they already were citizens due to their military service and oath. Others applied for citizenship, but the adjudication of their application was delayed due to red tape or their immigration office notices were lost in the mail as they transferred between service assignments. Many were ordered deported based on allegations of criminal conduct that was the direct result of the trauma they encountered during their service.

According to a report from the American Civil Liberties Union, ICE fails to exercise discretion in favor of veterans when pursuing deportation action against them, despite a 2004 memo explicitly instructing the agency to do so and further guidance in a 2011 memo stating ICE officers should include an individual's military service when exercising prosecutorial discretion. Establishing a centralized office, like OROR, to review unjust deportations would provide an opportunity to honor these directives by facilitating the return of U.S. veterans.

Veteran Miguel Perez, Jr., made national headlines when USCIS denied his citizenship application due to a 2010 conviction. Perez completed a 7.5-year prison sentence for the conviction and was deported to Mexico soon after in 2018. Prior to his involvement with the criminal legal system, Miguel served two tours as a Special Forces mechanic in Afghanistan, where he suffered a traumatic brain injury due to an explosion. Despite his service and the post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that led to drug addiction after his honorable discharge, ICE failed to exercise appropriate discretion to prevent his deportation.

Miguel was finally permitted to re-enter the United States to pursue citizenship after a pardon and grant of clemency from Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker. Miguel's experience of PTSD and deportation is not uncommon for immigrant veterans, but the national press on his story helped him gain unique relief and return home. The OROR should provide similar relief to other U.S. veterans like Miguel so that he is not just an exception.

Congress also has a role to play to help bring U.S. veterans home. The Strengthening Citizenship Services for Veterans Act, introduced in the U.S. Senate, would require USCIS to facilitate naturalization services for U.S. veterans who have been deported. The bill would require noncitizens to travel to and from points of entry in their home countries to complete the process.
V. Conclusion

The U.S. government’s immigration system in recent decades has prioritized mass detention and deportation over the preservation of U.S. of families and communities. Through a punitive enforcement regime, DHS and Department of Justice (DOJ) effectuated policies and practices that encourage unjust and inhumane decision making at the expense of immigrants. Under the Obama and Trump administrations, the U.S. government ordered a record number of deportations of individuals who had deep ties to the U.S., including people with decades of residence.

Adopting the roadmap proposed in this paper, the U.S. government can bring home community members torn away from their livelihoods and families in an efficient and fair manner that does not burden the immigration system. This proposal offers the Biden administration an opportunity to follow through on its own promises to mitigate harms and build trust with immigrant communities. Bringing home unjustly deported fathers, mothers, community leaders, veterans, and workers is a critical step toward shifting the U.S. immigration system to one that prioritizes family and community unity. A meaningful chance to come home will also redress the racial injustice that permeates the system and instill fairness and legitimacy.

Alongside community partners, advocates, and academics, NIJC calls on the Biden administration to give the unjustly deported a chance to come home.

VI. Appendix: Bring Them Home

Unjust deportations damage family unity and disrupt community cohesion, violate principles of racial justice, and undermine the legitimacy of the U.S. immigration system. The stories on the following pages feature 10 individuals who were unjustly deported. They offer a snapshot of the painful experiences of American families and communities subjected to the deportation machine. These men and women now live in countries they hardly know or where they face grave danger, separated from their children and spouses. Deportation tore them from established careers and critical community work. The inaccurate or unfair decision-making and outcomes in their cases and in thousands of others like them continue to harm them and their families and communities.
Jesus Alberto ("Beto") Lopez Gutierrez

Denied DACA renewal in retaliation for exposing harmful solitary confinement in ICE detention

Jesus Alberto ("Beto") Lopez Gutierrez was a quiet and committed member of his community in Chicago. A dedicated construction worker, Beto worked many hours alongside his uncle and used his income to support his parents. In his free time, he helped his ailing grandmother with daily tasks. Beto had a small group of friends and loved to hike and camp with them. A celebratory camping trip for Beto’s 25th birthday in May 2019 led to a traffic stop. His friends in the car were U.S. citizens, so they went home unharmed; but ICE arrested Beto for his undocumented status. His DACA protections had expired but were still eligible for renewal. The agency kept him detained for nearly a year until he was ordered released.

During his time in detention, Beto organized fellow detained immigrants to publicize inhumane detention conditions and demand ICE treat them with dignity. He coordinated with other local immigrant rights advocates through Organized Communities Against Deportation (OCAD) in Illinois and the national organization Mijente. He spoke at a press conference by phone while still detained to advocate for his rights. In ICE detention, these activities landed him in “the hole,” or solitary confinement. In the outside world, Beto’s campaign received widespread publicity in the media. Beloved by his community, his former high school organized a phone banking campaign to demand that ICE free Beto.

In what community members believed was retaliation for his activism, in June 2020, USCIS denied Beto’s application to renew his DACA status on the basis of past traffic violations — reasons that don’t usually lead to discretionary denials — and ICE deported him immediately after.

Although Beto had lived in the U.S. for 16 years, his deportation broke the “continuous residence” requirement for DACA and he is technically no longer eligible for it. He now lives in Guadalajara, Mexico. His brother and sister worry about Beto’s bouts of sadness — he tells them that he doesn’t belong in Mexico. Beto’s family would love for him to return and bring stability and security to their own lives. However, they worry about him being detained by ICE again — the last time, he rapidly lost weight and his mental health suffered. A humane legal system that purports to support undocumented youth and provide them a pathway to citizenship would not have silenced advocates like Beto. A fair legal system would allow Beto to come home and renew his DACA protections, waiving the continuous residence requirement for current and future applications.

Beto is represented by attorneys at Beyond Legal Aid who can be reached at aheinen@beyondlegalaid.org.

Beto (top), with his family (middle) and as a child with his siblings during a zoo visit in Chicago (bottom)
Issa Sao

Father deported to danger despite a pending application for lawful status

In October 2018, ICE deported 37-year-old Issa Sao to Mauritania — a country known to enslave Black Mauritanians like Issa who lack legal status, and where Issa had already endured beatings and torture. Issa’s U.S. citizen wife and their two children fought against his deportation to no avail and have fought for his return for over two years. Issa lived in the U.S. for 14 years and spent five months between several ICE detention facilities prior to his deportation.

Despite the inevitability of harm and violence Issa would face in Mauritania, an immigration judge cited minor inconsistencies in the story Issa shared in court to deny his asylum application and appeal. In addition to his asylum application, Issa’s wife had petitioned for him to receive lawful permanent resident status. That application was pending before USCIS at the time of his deportation. To temporarily escape likely slavery and/or physical harm in Mauritania, Issa now resides in Senegal while his wife struggles financially and emotionally to support their two children in Cincinnati, Ohio. Issa has emptied his entire retirement savings account to support himself because finding a job in Senegal or Mauritania is nearly impossible.

Issa’s deportation was one of thousands in a concerted effort by the Trump administration to ramp up deportations of African immigrants to countries like Mauritania despite dismal records of human rights abuses. Bringing Issa home while USCIS adjudicates his beneficiary I-130 petition will reunite him with his U.S. citizen wife and children, ensure his economic and general survival, redress an injustice of the explicitly racist agenda of the Trump administration, and offer Issa a shot at lawful permanent status.

For more information on Issa’s case, contact Lynn Tramonte at Ohio Immigrant Alliance, latramonte@gmail.com.
Juan Carlos Romero Escobar

Permanent resident unjustly deported after an immigration judge’s legal error

In July 2015, after fighting his case for five years from immigration detention, Juan Carlos Romero Escobar was deported to El Salvador based on a state criminal conviction that should not have been a basis for deportation in the first instance. Despite clear case law, the immigration judge failed to advise Juan Carlos — who was unrepresented at the time — that he was not deportable for his underlying state offense under binding precedent in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. The judge proceeded to deny Juan Carlos affirmative relief from deportation. At the end of his hearing, when Juan Carlos noted in plain terms that he wanted to appeal the deportation order, the immigration judge erroneously noted that he had “waived his right to appeal.” Juan Carlos and his family spent years trying to undo the immigration judge’s errors, but their efforts were thwarted by procedural and jurisdictional issues. Ultimately, despite the fact that he was not removable, flawed immigration laws and procedures allowed DHS to deport Juan Carlos.

Juan Carlos had entered the U.S. as a young child and obtained his lawful permanent residence in 1992. He grew up in California and openly identified as a gay man. When Juan Carlos moved to Arizona for a job in 2007, he met a young man online and began a relationship with him. Although the young man represented himself to be older than 18, he turned out to be a minor. Because of this relationship, Juan Carlos was arrested, pleaded guilty to an Arizona statute penalizing sexual conduct with a minor, and was sentenced to probation.

In 2012, ICE detained Juan Carlos and placed him into removal proceedings on the basis of this conviction. He appeared without an attorney for the entirety of his proceedings. At this first hearing, he conceded that he had been convicted of the Arizona state crime, but the immigration judge failed to advise him that under binding precedent, his conviction did not count as the type of offense that ICE claimed could lawfully support his deportation. Simply put: ICE had no legal basis to deport Juan Carlos.

Juan Carlos also applied for affirmative relief from deportation through applications for asylum, withholding of removal, relief under the Convention Against Torture, and cancellation of removal. Despite his nearly 27 years in the United States (21 as a lawful permanent resident), his strong family ties, long work history, and the hardships his family would suffer if he were to be deported, and despite his testimony about his fears of returning to El Salvador as an openly gay man, the judge ordered Juan Carlos to be deported.

Since his deportation to El Salvador, Juan Carlos has been threatened for being gay and therefore keeps a low profile. His family in California worry about Juan Carlos’ safety in El Salvador, but also fear that ICE might detain him again if he returns. Neither he nor his family can imagine suffering through prolonged detention again. A legitimate immigration system must bring Juan Carlos home and give him back the lawful permanent resident status which was erroneously taken from him.

Juan Carlos was represented by Keren Zwick at the National Immigrant Justice Center. Keren can be reached at kzwick@heartlandalliance.org.
Garfield Kenault Lawrence

Father deported based on wrongful categorization of criminal offense

In January 2013, DHS deported Garfield Kenault Lawrence to Jamaica, a country that he had not seen in 16 years, tearing him from his U.S. citizen newborn son and leaving his U.S. citizen wife in a desperate economic position. Kenault spent more than a year in ICE detention prior to his deportation, meeting his newborn, Devario, for the first time through a glass partition in the visitation area. Kenault did not get to hold his only son in his arms for more than a year, after he had been deported to Jamaica and his family had saved up enough money to visit him.

Kenault was a lawful permanent resident, brought to the United States as a child. He and his wife, Melissa, met in school in Front Royal, Virginia. They were high school sweethearts, and Kenault was on the school wrestling team. Melissa was pregnant with Devario when ICE detained Kenault in 2011 on the basis of marijuana convictions from years earlier. Melissa often asks how she ended up as a single working mom, despite being married to a wonderful man who wants more than anything to be there for his child. Melissa struggles to support herself and Devario, yet conscientiously saves whatever money she can to pay for Devario’s visits to his father in Jamaica.

Kenault’s life is precarious in Jamaica. The neighborhood where he lives is dangerous and frequently under curfew. Accessing the internet is difficult. Kenault lives for Devario’s visits to Jamaica and his regular WhatsApp talks with Melissa and Devario.

Three months after Kenault’s deportation, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a decision revealing that ICE had wrongfully categorized Kenault’s conviction as an “aggravated felony.” Had this decision been issued prior to his deportation, Kenault would have been able to ask the immigration judge for a form of relief called cancellation of removal. Through his own dedicated research from Jamaica in 2013, Kenault learned of the Supreme Court’s decision and emailed immigration attorneys in the U.S. to take on his case and help him return to his family. For the past eight years, with the help of multiple attorneys and filings before the BIA and Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, Kenault has been trying to come home. Through all these years, DHS has persisted in refusing to join Kenault’s motion to reopen even though they do not contest that Kenault is eligible for cancellation of removal. Under a more humane system that fully recognizes the chance to come home, DHS would review Kenault's request, apply the applicable Supreme Court decision, and give him the opportunity to reunite with his family.

Kenault is represented by Maureen Sweeney, director of the Immigration Clinic at the University of Maryland Carey School of Law. She can be reached at msweeney@law.umd.edu.
Jean Montrevil

Immigrant rights advocate deported in retaliation on the basis of 30-year-old drug convictions

Jean Montrevil, co-founder of the New Sanctuary Coalition in New York City, was deported to Haiti in January 2018 in retaliation for his immigrant rights advocacy. At the time of his deportation, Jean’s criminal convictions were 30 years old.

Jean experienced a difficult childhood, raising and supporting himself from the age of 10 after his mother died and his father fled political violence in Haiti. In the late 1980s, at the height of the U.S. War on Drugs, Jean was arrested several times, resulting in three drug convictions and a decade of imprisonment. While Jean was imprisoned, the government initiated deportation proceedings against him. In 1994, Jean represented himself before the immigration judge, who did not allow Jean to present his witnesses, denied him relief, and issued an order of deportation.

When Jean was released from prison in 2000, he was determined to correct the course of his life. Jean showed up as a supportive and loving father to his son, who had been born shortly after Jean was incarcerated. After he met and married his wife, he had two more children, and became an adoptive father to his wife’s oldest daughter. Jean developed a number of community services through his church, volunteering with HIV patients and driving families to jails to see their incarcerated loved ones. But in 2005, out of the blue, Jean was arrested and detained by ICE. Eventually, ICE released Jean and granted him an order of supervision, which provided him permission to stay in the United States. In 2007, he helped found the New Sanctuary Coalition and became a vocal advocate for immigrants. Although this public political stance was a natural outgrowth of his love and support for his community, Jean’s work with the New Sanctuary Coalition drew ICE’s attention to his own immigration case.

In 2010, despite his community’s overwhelming display of support, ICE attempted to deport Jean. They eventually released him and reinstated his order of supervision. In 2017, ICE placed the New Sanctuary Coalition under surveillance and planned to deport its leaders to harm the organization. Then, in January 2018, ICE detained and deported Jean to Haiti without notice. An ICE official referred to Jean’s deportation as an orchestrated “war game.” ICE’s practice of targeting and deporting immigrant activists led Jean to file a civil suit in federal court in January 2020 for the violation of his First and Fifth Amendment rights, asking that he be returned home.

For the past three years, Jean’s entrepreneurial spirit has been dimmed by the realities of the economic and political violence in Haiti. Jean’s fledgling restaurant has been burned down, vandalized, and subject to closure due to curfew. His economic struggles have made him reliant on small donations from his community in the United States, showing his deep ties to New York. Jean’s children, aged between 14 and 31, are deeply impacted by his forced absence. His daughter was forced to take a leave of absence when she couldn’t rely on her father to pay her college tuition. His son, admitted to one of New York City’s top high schools, struggled in school after his father’s deportation.

More than anything, Jean and his family are suffering from the immigration system’s lack of forgiveness and overly punitive laws of the 1990s. Despite the 30 years that have passed since Jean was convicted and despite all he has done for thousands of people in New York, it took ICE just two weeks to undo his entire life in the United States. A more humane and equitable immigration system would reunite Jean with his family and the community he lovingly built and supported over decades.

Jean is represented by Alina Das, co-director of the Immigrant Rights Clinic at the New York University School of Law, and Diana Rosen and Lauren Wilfong. Alina can be reached at alina.das@nyu.edu.
Dora Platero Cuadra

Primary caretaker of three disabled U.S. citizen children deported after a hostile immigration hearing

DHS deported Dora Platero Cuadra to El Salvador despite the fact that she was the primary caregiver of three U.S. citizen children with exceptional special needs.

Showing brilliant resilience from her own abusive childhood, Dora is the attentive and loving mother of a child who has cerebral palsy and a chronic lung condition, another who has severe developmental disabilities, and a third who has a learning disability. Each child is under the age of 12.

In addition to surviving her own mother’s alcoholism, Dora was 14 years old and newly arrived in the U.S. when she was raped — resulting in a pregnancy. In 2006, Dora’s mother passed away in El Salvador, exacerbating the pain of Dora’s past traumas. Lacking medical and mental health support, Dora turned to alcohol and obtained three DUI convictions, which resulted in ICE placing her into removal proceedings.

Dora worked hard to rehabilitate from these mistakes and continued to responsibly care for her children and support her husband in his work. However, Dora’s work to obtain a second chance for herself and her family were disregarded in a hostile immigration court hearing. The immigration judge interrogated and berated Dora with detailed questions for 40 minutes and glossed over Dora’s irreplaceable role in ensuring the day-to-day survival of her special needs children. The judge focused singularly on her criminal convictions, without adequately considering her traumatic past. In an unjust decision, the judge ultimately found Dora to lack the “good moral character” necessary for cancellation of removal because of her convictions. The judge denied her relief from deportation.

Dora has now been in El Salvador for over a year and is struggling without the love and support of her husband and with debilitating concern regarding the care of her children. Her husband has started the process for obtaining lawful permanent residence for Dora and has obtained an approved I-130 family petition for her. But continuing the process of sponsoring Dora through the U.S. consulate while she is in El Salvador will take years that he cannot afford. Through the OROR, DHS should bring Dora home so she can reunite with her children and complete her process of adjusting status to lawful permanent residence.

Dora is represented by Charles Roth at the National Immigrant Justice Center. Charles can be reached at croth@heartlandalliance.org.
James Chesire  
Father deported after violent assault in ICE detention

At the end of a year in which a national movement called out the continued racial injustices imposed on Black Americans at the hands of law enforcement authorities, James Chesire’s brutal assault and subsequent deportation by ICE resulted in media attention, a civil lawsuit against the federal agency, and demands for his freedom from detention. Nevertheless, his case resulted in deportation.

In November 2016, ICE officials in Chicago brought James to their office and asked him to sign a document. When he asked about its contents and said that he wanted to speak with his attorney, five ICE officers tackled him to the ground, placing their weight on his back and neck such that he pleaded with them that he could not breath. They physically forced James’s fingerprints onto deportation documents, handcuffed him, and continued to brutally assault him while yelling racial slurs, including slamming his head against a wall. The officers left him unconscious in a cell. James filed a lawsuit against ICE based on this incident; but, despite demands that he be released from ICE custody, ICE deported him while the case was still pending.

James lived in the United States for nearly two decades. During this time, he fathered four children, now aged 11 to 18, and married his wife who later petitioned for his lawful permanent residence. In 2013, an immigration judge decided in an unjust exercise of discretion that James did not merit lawful permanent residence because his ties to his children, wife, and the life he had created in Kentucky were not sufficient to outweigh the criminal convictions that he had obtained. The immigration judge ordered his deportation. James appealed this decision but received a final removal order. ICE detained James in January 2015 but was unable to remove James for multiple years during which time ICE officers assaulted him.

James has now been in Kenya for nearly three years, separated from his family and still reeling from the violent abuse he faced in U.S. immigration detention. He seeks to return to his family and livelihood in Kentucky. James’s wife has considered beginning his green card process again, but is discouraged by the years and years such a process can take through the U.S. consulate. James’s wife is now solely financially responsible for their children. A legitimate U.S. immigration system that values family, racial justice, and community cohesion would bring James home to the United States to reunite with his family and heal from the abuse he suffered at the hands of ICE.

James is represented by Mark Fleming at the National Immigrant Justice Center. Mark can be reached at mfleming@heartlandalliance.org.

A Chance to Come Home
Claudio Rojas
Father deported in retaliation for exercising his First Amendment right to free speech

In 2019, after 19 years of living in the United States, Claudio Rojas was deported by ICE in retaliation for his advocacy and organizing with the National Immigrant Youth Alliance. Claudio’s activism was featured in a Sundance award-winning feature film, The Infiltrators, attracting media attention. One month after the film’s premiere, Claudio checked in at the ICE office in Miami — usually a routine procedure without incident — where he was detained and eventually deported.

Since 2000, Claudio had lived in the United States with his wife and his two DACA-recipient children, one of whom is now a lawful permanent resident. In 2010, ICE initiated removal proceedings against Claudio, and he received a grant of voluntary departure that required him to depart the U.S. to Argentina. Due to his wife’s failing eyesight and the need to support their family, Claudio stayed. In 2012, ICE detained Claudio outside his home. While Claudio was in ICE custody in a detention center, he worked with immigrant rights activists to shed light on its workings, a role captured in The Infiltrators. After months of brave advocacy, he was released on an order of supervision, requiring him to report to ICE for regular check-ins and permitting him to live and work in Miramar, Florida.

Claudio was a victim of labor trafficking and applied for a T visa, which is available for victims of trafficking. Claudio’s application was pending before USCIS at the time of his deportation, and he was scheduled to meet with the Department of Labor, which was investigating the labor trafficking complaint.

He was detained again in 2019, just after the Sundance Institute wrote to ICE to seek Claudio’s presence at the Sundance Film Festival and just before The Infiltrators’ Miami Film Festival premier. His re-detention sent shockwaves through the immigrant rights and documentary film communities. Claudio filed a civil lawsuit in federal court, alleging clear facts showing ICE had retaliated against him and that he had a due process right to have his T visa fully adjudicated. He was nonetheless deported. Claudio’s lawsuit remains pending, but USCIS later denied his T visa application, in part because he no longer met requirements for physical presence in the United States.

Claudio is now 55 years old and living in Argentina, far from his family. He works in Argentina and his sons work multiple jobs in Florida in order to support the whole family. They hold on to hope that they will be reunited one day. Indeed, the calls for Claudio’s return to his home in Florida continue with the hope that ICE will end its practice of targeting political activists. A legitimate immigration system would uphold the constitutional rights of all people in the United States and rectify its past wrongs in deporting individuals for exercising their First Amendment rights. Claudio belongs at home in Florida with his family.

Claudio is represented by Alina Das, co-director of Immigrant Rights Clinic at the New York University School of Law. She can be reached at alina.das@nyu.edu.
Able Kindheart

40-year U.S. resident and assault victim deported for decades-old drug offenses

Born in Sierra Leone in 1972, Able Kindheart arrived in the U.S. at the age of six to reunite with his parents. In 1989, the U.S. government granted Able lawful permanent resident status. He lived continuously in the U.S. for 40 years until ICE deported him to Sierra Leone — a county that he could hardly claim to know.

While growing up in the United States, Able and his siblings often had to fend for themselves. Able was bullied in school and did not have a stable home setting because his parents were always working. In the early 1990s, he began to use marijuana and eventually became addicted to PCP. Because of his addiction, he became involved in selling drugs and received a conviction for drug-related offenses in his early 20s.

Upon his release from prison in 2010 and after serving his entire criminal sentence, ICE detained Able and placed him into removal proceedings due to his conviction. Although an immigration judge granted Able a deferral of removal under the Convention Against Torture, the Board of Immigration Appeals reversed the decision on appeal. Despite the reversal, ICE released Able from detention under supervision in 2012. He had spent two years in immigration detention.

After his release, Able finally had a chance to take steps to change the course of his life. He stayed gainfully employed, filed his income tax returns on a timely basis, and enrolled in several job skills courses. He used those skills to help people in his community, including through his church and leadership of an adolescent mentoring program. He also reconnected with his family, especially his U.S. citizen daughter.

On April 19, 2019, Able applied for a U visa based on a violent assault he suffered in the 1990s. Able had intervened to protect a woman who was being harassed by a group of men, who in turn assaulted Able and left him unconscious. Able sustained injuries to his face, head, chest, ribs, and liver and received treatment during a several-day stay in the hospital. This violent assault left deep emotional scars, triggering post-traumatic stress disorder.

But in July 2019, despite the pending U visa application, and without any notice, ICE detained Able at his regularly scheduled check-in. After an unsuccessful attempt to seek a stay of removal, Able was deported. Later that same year, USCIS denied Able’s U visa application despite the broad waiver provisions that were available and despite the voluminous evidence of his rehabilitation. His appeal from his U visa denial remains pending.

Today, Able is living in Sierra Leone, where he is separated far from his U.S. citizen daughter, sister, mother and other relatives. Able accepts responsibility for his past mistakes and has taken significant measures to rehabilitate himself and serve his community. In another context, recovery from a drug addiction and his dedication to ending violence in his community would be applauded, but because he was not born in the United States, the government has instead invested unnecessary resources to banish him from his home of 40 years.

*Able was represented by Sarah Gillman at the Rapid Defense Network. She can be reached at sarah@defensenetwork.org.*
Howard Bailey

U.S. veteran and permanent resident, deported after a one-time marijuana offense

Howard Bailey moved to the United States in his teens after obtaining lawful permanent residence through his U.S. citizen mother, who worked tirelessly to give her children a better life. He joined the Navy after high school and served for nearly four years, including two tours in Operation Desert Storm. Howard was awarded the National Defense Service Medal and honorably discharged.

In 1995, shortly after his return from the Persian Gulf, Howard was convicted of a first-time marijuana offense. With Virginia’s strict mandatory minimum sentencing laws for drug crimes, Howard did not have many options. His lawyer advised him to plead guilty and take 15 months in a state work camp rather than risk going to trial and a much higher sentence. Howard received no advice on the devastating immigration consequences that would result from this decision. After completing his sentence, Howard returned to his family and worked hard to rebuild his life. He devoted himself to his wife and two children, started two small businesses, and employed seven people. In 2005 Howard applied to become a US citizen, and disclosed his old offense. But in 2010, after five years of delays, his application was denied. At 6 a.m. one morning, ICE agents handcuffed and detained him at his home in front of his wife and children.

After two years fighting his case in immigration detention far away from his family, Howard was deported to a country he had not seen in 24 years. Howard lives in constant fear of violence, as people who have been deported are stigmatized in Jamaica. He lost his home and businesses, and his teenage children have struggled emotionally and academically without him. Howard has become an advocate for himself and other deported veterans, speaking to members of Congress and the press about the harmful impact of current immigration laws on veterans. In December 2017, Governor Terry McAuliffe granted Howard a simple pardon, representing official forgiveness on behalf of the Commonwealth of Virginia.

While the Trump administration showed no mercy to deported veterans, Howard’s advocates are hopeful that the Biden administration will review his case and consider joining in a motion to reopen his immigration proceedings to allow him an opportunity to present his equities before an immigration judge.

To learn more about Howard’s case, read the Politico feature “I Served My Country, Then It Kicked Me Out,” or contact his attorney Alisa Wellek at alisa@justcounsel.us.
Leonel Pinilla
Deported for marijuana possession now legal under New York law

In 2009, Leonel Pinilla was arrested for traffic-related infractions, triggering an arrest-to-deportation pipeline that would tear his family — already in crisis — apart. ICE initiated deportation proceedings against Leonel on the basis of minor marijuana possession convictions and one drug-related felony conviction from 1992. At the time ICE detained Leonel, his teenage daughter had recently been diagnosed with thyroid cancer, his young adult son was house-bound due to severe depression, and his wife suffered from chronic pain which left her nearly unable to walk. The family also faced eviction proceedings.

Leonel spent years in ICE detention fighting his case before he was deported in 2012. In the years since his deportation, his daughter has been forced to take on the role of breadwinner for her mother and brother, and her own young family including a baby daughter. Leonel himself lives in an unstable region in Panama, frightened for his own safety and unable to access reliable internet which makes connecting with his family difficult.

In 2019, New York State passed a new law decriminalizing minor marijuana possession, and with it overturning the convictions that had rendered Leonel unable to seek a waiver of removal more than a decade ago. Leonel’s family has never given up on the possibility of reuniting with their father. His daughter, more than anything, hopes her father will be able to come home to see her receive her master’s degree.

*Leonel is represented by Charles Roth at the National Immigrant Justice Center. Charles can be reached at croth@heartlandalliance.org.*
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